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• Data and Service Representation: Modeling and representing the semantics of Web
data sources and services is the first step toward the automation of their different
related activities such as data and service querying, selection, integration, ranking,
and composition. As the uncertainly of data and services could impact these activities,
it should be considered as an integral part of data and service descriptions. Current
Web modeling languages and standards (e.g., RDF, OWL, micro formats, WSDL,
REST, and OWL-S) should be extended and used to represent the uncertainty of
data and services.
• Data and Service Consumption: An uncertain data item could be consumed in isola-
tion or combined to other data items from other data services to derive value-added
information. Efficient techniques and models are required to efficiently query un-
certain data pieces and integrate them to answer user’s queries. Such techniques
should also aggregate the uncertainties of integrated data pieces to allow the user
to correctly interpret and use the query’s result.
In this article, we review some of the most important challenges related to uncertain
Web data and services. We also present, in Section 3, some of the latest developments
in this research field. Specifically, we report six research papers addressing different
aspects of the uncertain Web.
2. UNCERTAIN WEB RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Uncertainty raises a good number of research challenges in the context of Web com-
puting. In this section, we discuss some of the most important ones.
2.1. Modeling of Uncertain Web Data and Services
Different models have been proposed for representing data uncertainty in uncertain
relational databases. The Possible Worlds Semantics [Suciu et al. 2011] is an important
concept for understanding the models of uncertain data. In the possible world seman-
tics, data uncertainty is captured by viewing a relational table as a set of possible
instances that correspond to the different possible instantiations of the uncertain data
items. Many uncertainty models, for example, Abiteboul et al. [1987] and Imielinski
et al. [1984], adopt the possible worlds semantics, where a probabilistic database D is
viewed as a set of possible instances (worlds) {PW1. . . PWn}. The possible worlds space
represents an enumeration of all possible views of the database resulting from the
uncertainty or incompleteness in the underlying data. One of the important models
that adopt possible worlds semantics to capture uncertainty and incompleteness in
attribute values is the c-tables model [Imielinski et al. 1984]. C-tables are relational
tables whose attributes are represented using variables, and each tuple is associated
with a Boolean condition on the attribute variables. A tuple belongs to the database
if and only if its associated condition is satisfied. In addition to probabilistic models,
possibility theory is another noteworthy example of a setting based on possible world
semantics [Bosc and Pivert 2010].
Research efforts are needed to adapt these uncertainty models to data and service
representation models and standards of the Web including, RDF, RDFS, OWL, XML,
Microdata, Linked data, WSDL, REST, OWL-s, and SA-WASDL. This prepares the
ground for automating the different activities related to Web data and services, in-
cluding search, querying, integration, composition, interpretation, and exploitation.
In addition, it is worthwhile to mention the works in probabilistic (or possibilistic)
description logics, such as Lukasiewicz andStraccia [2009] andBenferhat andBouraoui
[2013].
2.2. Integration of Uncertain Data Sources and Services
While there has been considerable past work studying data integration and uncertain 
data in isolation, only few works have addressed the data integration problem when 
the sources to be integrated are uncertain. Still, artificial intelligence researches in 
information fusion or on ontology alignments might be sources of cross-enrichment 
for ontology matching [Gal and Shvaiko 2009]. In Dong et al. [2009], a Local-as-View-
like data integration system was proposed for uncertain data sources. However, this 
work has addressed only the issues of creating the probabilistic mappings between 
the mediated schema and the data sources’ schemas, as well as query transformation 
based on these probabilistic mappings. Along the same lines, in [Magnani and Montesi 
2010], the authors survey the different approaches (and the used formalisms) for the 
construction of probabilistic mappings and the corresponding query transformation 
mechanisms. However, all of these works have addressed the uncertainty at the schema 
level only; that is, the uncertainty resides in the way sources can be mapped to the 
mediated schema.
More research efforts are needed to address the uncertainty at the data level, that 
is, when the data inside the sources to be integrated are themselves uncertain. New 
models, techniques, and solutions are needed to aggregate the uncertainties of data 
sources involved in answering a query and computing the uncertainty of the query’s 
result. Similarly, Web services composition techniques should be extended to compute 
the uncertainty of a composition’s output when the composed services are uncertain.
2.3. Efficient Query Evaluation Techniques
Two mainstream approaches have been proposed for query evaluation over uncertain 
data, the intentional and extensional approaches [Dalvi and Suciu 2007]. In the in-
tentional approach, the probability of each tuple is represented as an event-based 
probabilistic formula. When a query is processed, the probabilistic formulas of inter-
mediate tuples and the final result are computed. However, the intentional approach 
incurs a prohibitive computation cost and is thus impractical for real applications [Re 
and Suciu 2007]. In contrast, the extensional approach is quite efficient and is based 
on rewriting the query plan using the probabilistic relational algebra. However, in this 
approach, not all of the possible query plans compute the correct probabilities; the 
ones that do are referred to in the literature as safe plans. Finding the most efficient 
query plans that still correctly compute the probabilities of a query result is an active 
research challenge. In some Web applications, such as Web objects ranking, the most 
important task is to efficiently rank objects (based on their probabilities) rather than 
to know their exact probabilities. Therefore, an unsafe, but efficient, query plan that 
would compute approximate probabilities (but precise enough for the ranking purpose), 
would be preferred sometimes over a safe, but inefficient, query plan.
Therefore, more research efforts are needed to study the problem of finding the safe 
plans of a query and evaluating their computation costs, and to study and quantify 
the probability error bounds that could be produced by an unsafe query plan. This will 
make it possible to rank the possible plans based on their efficiency and probability 
error bounds, and to choose the best query plan that better meets the requirements of 
the considered application. It has been recently shown that a data complexity identical 
to the one of the classical database case can be preserved in the possibilistic setting if 
we are only interested in the answers that are certain to some extent (and not in those 
that are just possible) thanks to the existence of a strong representation system result 
[Pivert and Prade 2015]. Possibilistic keys, which are keys associated with a certainty 
level that says to which tuples the key applies, can be useful for cleaning dirty data 
[Koehler et al. 2014].
2.4. Ranking of Uncertain Data and Services
Queries over uncertain Web data sources often return an overwhelming number of
results (e.g., data tuples), leading data consumers to miss the ones that are most rele-
vant to their needs. Top-k queries are a common approach to report the best k answers
(of a query) based on matching the processed data tuples to users’ preferences. In the
context of uncertain data sources and services, data items should be ranked based not
only on their matching degrees with users’ preferences, but also on their uncertainties,
i.e., data items’ scores and uncertainties interplay to decide the top-k output data. The
interaction between data uncertainty and the “top-k” gives rise to different possible
interpretations of uncertain top-k queries: (1) the top-k tuples in the most probable
world; (2) the most probable top-k tuples that belong to valid possible world(s); and
(3) the set of most probable top-i-th tuples across all possible worlds, where i = 1. . .k.
However, if the preferences are quantified, an expected value criterion may also be
used for ranking the answers, both in the probabilistic and in possibilistic settings.
More research efforts are needed to devise new ranking techniques for uncertain
data and services that consider the uncertainty as an important ranking dimension,
along with the other QoS-based dimensions.
3. IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE
Six articles have been selected in this special issue after several rounds of rigorous
review by the guest editors and the invited reviewers.
In “Towards Anomalous Diffusion Sources Detection in a Large Network,” Peng
Zhang, Jing He, Guodong Long, Guangyan Huang and Chengqi Zhang address the
problem of malicious information diffusion in large networks. Malicious information,
such as rumors, virus, and spam, are everywhere and often cause severe damage to
our society. The authors develop an efficient method to detect anomalous diffusion
sources, thus protect networks from security and privacy attacks. The novelty of the
proposed method is that it needs only a small set of network nodes or detectors, as
opposed to the existing works and methods that are based on the assumption that
network snapshots reflecting information diffusion can be obtained continuously, an
assumption that would require deploying detectors on all of the network nodes. The
authors propose a new regression learning model that can detect anomalous diffusion
sources by jointly solving five challenges: (1) unknown number of source nodes, (2) few
activated detectors, (3) unknown initial propagation time, (4) uncertain propagation
path, and (5) uncertain propagation time delay. The proposed model is theoretically
and empirically analyzed and tested; the obtained results prove its efficiency and good
performance compared to existing solutions.
In “Quality-Based Online Data Reconciliation,” Asma Abboura, Soror Sahri, Latifa
Baba-Hamed, Mourad Ouziri, and Salima Benbernou address the problem of dupli-
cates detection while answering user queries over databases with redundant informa-
tion about same world entities. The proposed approach detects the duplicates at the
query answering time, as opposed to the existing works that address the problem by
eliminating the duplicates from underlying data sources. The approach is based on the
techniques ofMatching Dependencies (MDs) to detect duplicates through the concept of
Data Reconciliation Rules (DRR), and the Conditional Function Dependencies (CFDs)
to assess the quality of different attribute values. In addition, the approach relies on
a duplicate reconciliation index (DRI), constructed based on clusters of duplicates de-
tected by a set of DRRs, to speed up the online data reconciliation process. The reported
experimental results show the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed solution.
In “Supervised Anomaly Detection in Uncertain Pseudo-Periodic Data Streams,”
Jiangang Ma, Le Sun, Hua Wang, Yanchun Zhang, and Uwe Aickelin address the
issue of anomaly detection in uncertain data streams, which is an important problem 
in a wide range of Web applications. Anomaly detection is the process of finding 
abnormal behaviors from given data streams. The uncertainty in data streams makes 
anomaly detection from sensor data streams a very challenging issue. For example, 
in an ECG data stream, if a sensor error is classified as abnormal heartbeat signals, 
it may cause a serious misdiagnosis. The authors propose an integrated framework 
to support anomaly detection in uncertain data streams. The proposed framework 
defines an efficient uncertainty preprocessing procedure to identify and eliminate 
uncertainties in data streams. It also defines a set of efficient pattern recognition and 
feature extraction techniques. The framework exploits mature classification methods 
for anomaly detection in the corrected data stream. The authors have validated their 
techniques using a real ECG dataset. The reported experimental results show that the 
proposed techniques outperform previous approaches in terms of accuracy in anomaly 
detection.
In “Using an Epidemiological Approach to Maximize Data Survival in the Internet of 
Things,” Abdallah Makhoul, Christophe Guyeux, Mourad Hakem, and Jacques M. Bahi 
focus on the data survivability issue in large-scale and self-coordinating IoT (Internet 
of Things)-based environments in the presence of uncertain situations. Examples of 
such uncertain situations include the disruption of a critical monitoring infrastructure 
when a portion of it becomes unreachable, data collection infrastructures in urban 
disaster areas, which can be used to predict natural hazards and save lives and which 
could be affected by nodes failures or attacks. Such uncertain situations may lead 
to a significant loss of data. The authors propose a new model inspired by epidemic 
and disease propagation models to save the data in the network and make it survive 
after attacks. The proposed model, dubbed the e-Epidemic SIR (Susceptible-Infectious-
Recovered) model, takes into account the dynamicity of the network topology and the 
energy constraints of its nodes. The authors report a set of simulations that showcase 
the efficacy of their solution.
In “Constructing Maintainable Semantic Relation Network from Ambiguous Con-
cepts in Web Content,” Kenneth Wai-Ting Leung, Di Jiang, Dik Lun Lee, and Wilfred 
Ng propose a new methodology to construct a Concept Relation Network (CRN) that 
can be used to represent the different possible interpretations of a concept and measure 
their degrees of uncertainty. The proposed methodology relies on the use of well-known 
Web search engines, such as Google and Yahoo, to extract the different possible in-
terpretations of a concept and to characterize their probabilities in preparation for 
their inclusion into the constructed CRN. The uncertainty of a concept is defined us-
ing the entropy notion from the information theory, which is computed based on its 
number of possible interpretations, that is, the number of related concepts in the CRN. 
The constructed CRN is useful for many Web applications, including social networks, 
recommendation systems, and semantic based search engines. The article has ex-
ploited the constructed CRN in two particular domains: semantic information retrieval 
and Web analytics. The obtained experimental results show that CRN can enhance 
these applications by considering the heterogeneous and polysemous nature of Web 
content.
In “sCARE: Reputation Estimation for Uncertain Web Services,” Zaki Malik, Brahim 
Medjahed, and Abdelmounaam Rezgui propose a trust-estimation approach, dubbed 
sCARE (Statistical Cloud-Assisted Reputation Estimation), for service-oriented envi-
ronments in uncertain situations. The proposed approach consolidates and integrates 
the uncertain and fuzzy ratings submitted by different service consumers to provide a 
unified and holistic trust assessment of a given service provider. It relies on a statistical 
model to represent the uncertainty of service ratings that can be used to compute the 
credibility of raters as well as the trust of service providers.
4. CONCLUSION
Uncertainty is one of the most common characteristics of the data in a wide range
of applications, particularly the services over the World Wide Web. In dealing with
such uncertain data needs, there are many challenges to overcome that have been
only partially addressed so far. The articles included in this special issue cover several
important topics and present some of the key directions in this key area of research and
development. We hope that the set of selected articles provides the community with a
better understanding of the current directions and areas to focus on in the future, and
inspires your own work.
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